
OD4 8AB 2+1 hodina 27 2023 (Pro Toma možná už hodina 26)
1) reviewed SB 78 79 , checked HW SB 80, checked hw wb 65 66 67 68      2) SB 81- Shall I…? Mám…?
3) SB 82 – listening – HW: prepare a presentation of the text from key words – make your own notes.(see the 
gapfill exercise below) 
4) HW WB 69 70 71 72

1872    300      impressionism    Impression    impressionist  important
Hello, everyone. Welcome to the Marmottan Monet Museum here in Paris. Our museum has ………… works 
of art by Claude Monet, the famous ……………. painter. 
Here in front of us is Monet’s famous painting, “…………………, Sunrise.“ He painted it in …………….. . 
This work is very ……………. . It shows the artist’s special way of painting, which is called ………………. . 
There are three reasons why impressionism is special. 

landscapes  traditional    outside   inside   clearly 
First, Monet painted ……………. almost all of the time. He wanted to show the light and color of nature in his 
paintings. He painted outside so that he could see this light and color ……………. .     
 ………………… artists often painted ………….., even when they painted ……………… .

closely   detail     brushstrokes  scene 
Next, Monet painted this ……………….. by moving his paintbrush in a short, quick way. 
We call these “ ……………….. “. Do you see the short colorful brushstrokes in this painting? There are no 
clear lines, and there is not much ……………..when you look …………… . Traditional painters in Monet’s 
time painted with a lot of detail.

alive     mixed     step back   side by side  however   strange 
Finally, most painters ……..….. their colors, but Monet did not mix colors very often. Each of his colors is 
………………………….. with other colors. It looks …………… when you look at the painting closely.  
…………………….., when you …………………, all of these colors mix together. Suddenly, the painting 
looks very ………………. and real.

Because he chose to paint in a different way, Claude Monet is now one of the most famous painters of all time.

5) Shall I…? Mám…? Shall we…? Máme…? It is different from can – mohu, may – smím. 
 Use SHALL only in this type of offers/ suggestions/ – in questions!

You think your classmates might be cold because the window is open and it’s freezing outside.
You say: Shall I close the window?

You and your friend have just missed a bus and the next one runs in 30 minutes. The place where you need to 
go is only a ten-minute walk from the bus stop. You say: Shall we walk?

You and your friends are planning a surprise party for another friend. You are the best baker in the group, so 
perhaps you should bake the cake. You say:……………………………………………………………………

You and your friends are going to see an exhibition in an art gallery, but when you get there, you find out that it 
is closing in 45 minutes. The tickets are quite expensive. You think it would be better to visit the gallery the 
next day. You say: …………………………………………………………………………………………….



You think your friends might be interested in a book about street painting that you have. Perhaps you could 
bring it  next week. You say: ……………………………………………………………………….. 


